Discriminative Fast Hierarchical Learning for Multiclass Image Classification.
In this article, a discriminative fast hierarchical learning algorithm is developed for supporting multiclass image classification, where a visual tree is seamlessly integrated with multitask learning to achieve fast training of the tree classifier hierarchically (i.e., a set of structural node classifiers over the visual tree). By partitioning a large number of categories hierarchically in a coarse-to-fine fashion, a visual tree is first constructed and further used to handle data imbalance and identify the interrelated learning tasks automatically (e.g., the tasks for learning the node classifiers for the sibling child nodes under the same parent node are strongly interrelated), and a multitask SVM classifier is trained for each nonleaf node to achieve more effective separation of its sibling child nodes at the next level of the visual tree. Both the internode visual similarities and the interlevel visual correlations are utilized to train more discriminative multitask SVM classifiers and control the interlevel error propagation effectively, and a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is developed for learning such multitask SVM classifiers with higher efficiency. Our experimental results have demonstrated that our fast hierarchical learning algorithm can achieve very competitive results on both the classification accuracy rates and the computational efficiency.